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Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust

Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust, Nicholas Robles, 2020. Dimensions variable.

Growing up in Cincinnati, the materials of buildings are always present, primarily in the

demolition sites of old factories. Rusted steel rebar jutting out of a pile of crumbled bricks and

concrete is an image repeated many times. These materials are discarded by many, not given a

second glance. Rust is the same, a physical, aesthetic degradation that merits disposal. My

sculpture series, Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust, is made from the industrial materials of steel



panels, steel tubing, rust, bricks, coal, and collected driveshafts. They represent a history of the

Midwest known as the Rust Belt. My sculptures physically represent the material remains, and

symbolically allude to the populations of people who left. Subtle ideas of labor are present in my

work, through physically consuming processes such as welding that was employed when

working with these materials by manufacturing workers. Labor is also placed on the viewers, as

my works block, reach into, and exist in space. Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust is minimalist in

appearance, yet navigates a reframing of the idea of the readymade nature of the industrial

materials.

I have been using and thinking about materials to understand the relationship between

myself and the environment as a sculptor. As I was engaging with materials, collected objects

became more interesting to me through their societal context infused with their design and

materiality. I began going to junkyards and became influenced by parts of cars which reminded

me of Cincinnati, through associations with the auto industry and seeing rusted, discarded car

parts on the roads. I dove deeper into the connection between these materials and my hometown.

Previously, welding was just a means for me for putting work together, however, while

lugging around the steel of my materials and welding different configurations, the labor and

physicality of the process became something that was on my mind when thinking about my

work. During this stage of my project, I was closely engaged with the outdoor brick

manufacturing process in Bangladesh and India. Being a mechanical engineer focused in design

and manufacturing, I was working with health and combustion experts to understand, categorize,

and improve the firing system. This required a trip to see the kilns and speak with the brick

manufacturers in India. The labor and steps that went into the making of a brick intrigued me,



that this clay rectangular prism has so much going into each one. Welding and bricks became a

gateway for my thoughts to be transported back to Cincinnati. By working with bricks and car

parts, I understood the connection of these objects acting as markers of time for the midwest, a

symbol of the economic prosperity that came from the auto and manufacturing industries.

When assembling and altering my materials, I noticed they were similar through their

minimalist aesthetic and form. A stack of bricks, hanging steel, and leaning driveshafts began to

relate to the minimalist artists of Richard Serra, Donald Judd, and Carl Andre by celebrating and

relying on the materials and their social contexts, with little alteration by the artists. Since I was

working with the making of bricks within mechanical engineering, this understanding became

another point of entry for me into minimalism, where I contemplated the act of giving up a part

of my hand in the process to be replaced by the original making of the object. Harun Farocki’s

film, In Comparison, highlights this process specifically for brick making around the world,

which I became engaged in directly by working with the India brick making business. However,

their practices focused on eschewing the artist’s mark, a large downplay to the manufacturing

labor that went into the works. Coming from a place of manufacturing, both in understanding

and history of the Midwest, I worked to acknowledge the processes these artists set out to

obscure from viewers. In contrast to Duchamp’s “readymade” view of objects relinquishing the

hand of the artist in addition to the minimalist artists, I wanted to reframe the labor behind the

object.

The difference of a brick for me to another person is how I view it in connection to

geographical and manufacturing history, and how bricks are a current story-teller for it. This

comes from understanding how objects are made. Through viewing objects from a mechanical



engineering perspective, the labor and processes behind the objects become clear. To explore

this, I employed some of the processes used to manufacture bricks and driveshafts in the

construction of how they are presented. Instead of bolts for the connections of my sculptures, I

stood in the welding shop and welded for hours. In my sculptures, I used elements of the labor

often hidden behind the objects and extended them to the supports and way I was working with

the materials. I infuse that labor into the work again, in an effort to highlight the “readymade”

being presented.

The Harvest of a Cornfield, Nicholas Robles, 2020. Digitally rendered: ⅜” square steel tubing, bricks. 36in x 8in x

96in.



The Harvest of a Cornfield detail.

The Harvest of a Cornfield is a construction of steel tubing, oriented like a suspension

bridge crossing one of the many rivers in the Midwest. Bricks sag the rods connecting two

towers, over-engineered through their supporting trusses. Symbolically, this piece works to

support the weight of the bricks and the labor that went into the manufacturing and transportation

of them. Bridges are a common icon of cities in the Rust Belt, due to their location along rivers

for the transportation of raw and manufactured goods to be sent down the Mississippi. A major

factor in the original settlement of many cities in the Midwest was its connection to a river

system to promote the trade of goods. Furs and crops were the original goods floated down

rivers, and transitioned to raw materials when city populations increased. The rivers, and bridges,

were integral for connecting these cities. The water often carrying barges flows between the two

stacks and underneath the bricks in this sculpture. However, these bridges had to be crossed by

the populations of people leaving after the economic decline, all the welders and manufacturing

workers driving over the very constructions they relied on for the transportation of their raw



materials. The title, The Harvest of a Cornfield, alludes to the ending of a season, an end of

growth, and death, while having a hopeful idea of the future.

My Jewelry Shop is Open 9-5 Daily, Except Sundays, Nicholas Robles, 2020. Digitally rendered: 18 gauge sheet

steel, ⅜” square steel tubing, bituminous coal, rust. 36in x 48in x 14in.

My Jewelry Shop is Open 9-5 Daily, Except Sundays detail.



My Jewelry Shop is Open 9-5 Daily, Except Sundays is a rusted steel box containing a

pile of coal. This box sits on a steel frame only 6 inches off the ground. Relating to the bridges in

The Harvest of a Cornfield, this sculpture abstracts the dimensions of rectangular prism form of

coal barges floating down the Ohio River. This coal, mined in West Virginia and Pennsylvania,

found its way to Cincinnati coal power plants and other places along its route down south. Rather

than acknowledge the form of these barges directly, I wanted to think about the relationship of

the steel to the water, being a catalyst for the process of rusting steel. The frame floats the box

transporting this coal. This is one of the materials that I thought presenting in such a raw form

would have the most effect, due to my assumption of people not having seen coal before, despite

it being such a predominant means of energy production.

Peeling Wallpaper Portraits, Nicholas Robles, 2020. Digitally rendered: ⅜” square steel tubing, 14 gauge steel

panels, rust. 120in x 8in x 72in.



Peeling Wallpaper Portraits detail.

Peeling Wallpaper Portraits has five large steel panels hanging on a frame. The panels

are covered in rust, accelerated with hydrogen peroxide, vinegar, and salt. The matte grey of the

steel panels corroded, taking on an oxidized orange and brown tint, covering the nature of the

metal beneath. Rather than having a representational form, this sculpture highlights the rusted

steel in its form for study and close analysis. The heavy steel panels which I labored over in

transporting and working with are suspended, hanging without the full sense of their mass. In

this piece, I transform steel into a sort of canvas through their presentation. They become a

flexible medium for recording; portraits through their vertical rectangular shape and abstractions

in their texture. I rusted the steel myself, through a chemical combination to speed up the natural

process. The readymade in this sculpture is hiding the toiling with the panels due to their

presentation in a minimalist style. The raw steel panels ready for alteration are obscured behind

the veil of rust. This being the first piece I was working on in this series is important to



understand, as I slowly stepped away from hiding the labor of the sculptures with each new

sculpture I worked on.

Time is a Distance (Spinning), Nicholas Robles, 2020. Digitally rendered: found driveshafts, 18 gauge sheet steel.

60in x 42in x 38in.



Time is a Distance (Spinning) detail.

Time is a Distance (Spinning) suspends heavily rusted driveshafts to lean in space

towards the viewer. The five driveshafts are affixed to a common base, creating the appearance

of reaching limbs or standing ceremonial rifles. This piece presents a clearer image of an

industry that was prominent during the industrial boom of the Midwest through reclaimed found

objects. Once discarded in a junkyard, these driveshafts are placed in a prominent, proud, and

demanding position that hides the weight of their material. Rather than lying on the ground, how

they were discovered, they stand up and reach out to viewers. In a physical construction of this

sculpture, precise welds and a strong base are needed to make their orientation possible, adding a

hidden layer of labor through design and welding.

In Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust, I create an understanding of the Rust Belt through

the presentation of materials. I recontextualize the environment of industrial materials to

highlight their existence and importance through the lens of the gallery. I display steel,

driveshafts, bricks, and coal as sculptures for viewer engagement with materials likely foreign to



their everyday. The labor of these manufactured materials is reframed through their sculpture

display, where a hanging, resting, reaching, suspending presentation alludes to the historical

context the materials can carry. I create a series of sculptures that nod to minimalism, then

reframe the concept of a readymade material. Bricks, coal, driveshafts, and steel are celebrated in

Rainbow Through a Mist of Rust for their importance and impact on the Midwest through the

manufacturing workers that used them.

The present status of this sculpture series is it trapped in a three dimensional rendering

within computer models. In the studio, rust has been flaking off of Peeling Wallpaper Portraits

as it stands alone in the space. The coal dust has settled in the studio, covering my desk in a fine

layer of black particles. Steel tubing continues to lie on the floor, undisturbed. The driveshafts

rest outside, continuing to rust as they have been. Moving forward with this project, it is

important that I finish these sculptures in the flesh. Working with, understanding, and reframing

rust will not end with these sculptures, however. Future work will continue the ideas I explore

through this series, and take on different forms from the steel sculptures presented in Rainbow

Through a Mist of Rust. I plan on experimenting with clay and photography to talk about rust and

materials, and to work with steel and welding to create sculptures that speak about themes and

ideas beyond the Midwest. This sculpture series will not be the last time my experiences as a

mechanical engineer are called upon in my art.


